Ben is in the park with his dad. What are they saying? Write the correct letters in the bubbles.

A  He is my friend.   B  How old are you?
C  I am five years old.   D  How are you?
E  She is my friend.   F  Good morning, Ben.
G  Hello, Ben.       H  Hello, Mr Lee.

1

Oh! I can see Andy.

He can run fast.

2

Hello, Andy!

Hello, Ben!

I am fine, thank you.

3

Dad, this is Andy.

Hello, Andy.

I am six years old.
1. Oh! I can see Andy.
   A. He can run fast.

2. Hello, Andy!
   Hello, Ben!
   B. Dad, this is Andy.
   C. Hello, Andy.
   D. I am fine, thank you.
   E. I am six years old.

3. Dad, this is Andy.